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Mascot Insight is a new application designed to help you to organise and manage
your Mascot search and quantitation results.

Mascot Insight provides flexible merging of your Mascot search and quantitation
results, including MS-1 based quantitation data from Mascot Distiller, such as SILAC
data, and MS2 based quantitation such as iTRAQ and TMT.
Mascot Insight allows you to annotate your results automatically using Gene
Ontology and molecular interactions databases and manually, to approve protein hits.
Mascot Insight also provides a wide range of reports covering areas such as dataset
comparison, quantitation analysis, plotting charts etc., and provides a variety of
exports to allow you to easily share results and export data in machine readable
formats
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It is also important to mention one thing that Mascot Insight isn’t. It is not a LIMS
system. Although you can use it to organise your results and report on them, and it
also allows you to record details about your experimental workflow, if you wish, it
does not implement many of the functions you would associate with a LIMS such as
instrument integration, sample tracking and FDA regulatory compliance.
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Mascot Insight runs as a web application, and the user interface is a web browser, like
Mascot Server. All modern HTML5 compliant web browsers are supported (such as
Chrome, Firefox and the more recent versions of Internet Explorer). Much of the
functionality of the system is provided by a Java applet, so you will need the latest
version of Java runtime installed on the client.
The Mascot Insight server must be 64-bit Microsoft Windows. If your Mascot server
is running on a 64-bit Windows OS and you have plenty of spare capacity, you can
optionally install Mascot Insight onto the same system.
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Mascot security provides a single login to both Mascot Server and to the Mascot
Insight web application to identify users and to control user access levels.
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Once you’ve logged in, this is the home page of the application. On the left we have
the Data Explorer tree. This is where the results are organised and displayed, with
different types of node for different types of information. Data can be manually
positioned on the tree, or structures can be automatically generated to your own
design.
Here, we can see two main types of node – User nodes and Folder nodes. Each user
is given a User node automatically, to organise their own data and experiments. The
folder node is a generic node, used to group related nodes. Other node types
available in the system include Project, Study, Experiment, Sample and Result type
nodes. These different node types allow you to record different pieces of information
(meta-data). You can modify the meta-data fields associated with a node or create a
new node type.
On the right hand side of the home page, we have the Search panel, which allows us
to rapidly search the tree to find a particular node or set of nodes. Security is rolebased and handled by Mascot security. Exactly what you see on the dataset explorer
tree when you log in depends on your users roles, and on what access settings have
been given to particular nodes on the tree by their owners.
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Mascot search results are automatically and transparently captured and imported into
the system. For the highest level of integration, we’d recommend using Mascot
Daemon to submit your searches and Mascot Distiller for your raw data reduction
and MS-1 based quantitation. Mascot Daemon comes with your Mascot server, but
Mascot Distiller is a separate product. However, neither is required and you can
simply submit a search through the standard search form, or third party client
software, if you wish.
You can also batch import existing search results from your Mascot server. This can
be the entire search history or can be limited to selected searches, e.g. a selected user
or a date range.
Other result types, such as results in mzIdentML or protXML formats, can be
imported via the Data Explorer. Multiple files can be zipped together and the archive
uploaded if you have multiple searches you want to import in a batch.
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To illustrate how a new search result is captured, I’m carrying out a search of the
ABRF iPRG 2008 dataset on a Mascot server which is registered with a Mascot
Insight server. I just submit the search as normal…
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Shortly after the search has completed, the result will appear in Mascot Insight. In
this case the result has been imported to the default location under the ‘Unassociated
Mascot search results’ node in a date folder. I could move the result to a different
location on the tree by either dragging and dropping it, or by using the cut and paste
options from the dataset explorer tree’s context menu. A more efficient way to
organise results is to set up filters to import results into a meaningful tree structure.
These filters can automatically create new folders on the data explorer tree as
required. We’ll take a look at how this works later in the presentation.
If you’re not sure where a search result has gone on the tree, then the tree is fully
searchable using any available field – for example, on the search title
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If I right click over a node, or a group of selected nodes, I get a pop up context menu
that allows me to carry out a number of operations, including editing the node,
editing default search settings, cut, copy, clone, and paste operations. For a search
result, I also get the option of viewing the original summary report in the browser, or
in MIRA – the Mascot Insight Result Applet
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MIRA provides a tabular view of a single result or merged set of results. You can
view results in either the Protein centric mode (as we are doing here), or in a peptide
centric view. On the upper left we have the searches pane, which is used to move
between the selected results, changing which result is displayed in the tables. This
pane is also used for running search level reports and for setting formatting
parameters across multiple searches. The upper panel on the right contains the
proteins table. This is the protein hit list for the currently selected result on the
searches pane, and resembles the ‘Report builder’ view in the standard Mascot
protein family report. If we click on a row in the Proteins table:
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The peptides table lists details of the peptide matches assigned to the selected protein,
and a number of tabs are populated with information about the selected protein, such
as coverage. Clicking on a column header in either table sorts on that column. You
can re-order the columns by dragging them and show and hide columns as you wish.
At the bottom left is a panel with text search functions, and options to switch between
protein and peptide-centric views.
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Clicking on a peptide row allows you to drill down and see peptide specific
information, such as an annotated spectrum.
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You can easily apply protein and peptide level filters in MIRA. Here, we are going to
filter out any matches to the contaminants database. Set up the filter and click
‘Apply’
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And we’ve now hidden the 4 matches to the contaminants database for this search
result.
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You can enable Gene Ontology (GO) Analysis in MIRA. GO annotations are shown
in the proteins table, as different coloured dots. Hover the mouse over a cell to
display category information in a tooltip.
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GO assignments are also presented in additional tabs as pie-charts. Click on a wedge
of the pie-chart, and the protein table is filtered on that GO assignment
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Now we are just looking at the 11 protein matches with the GO cellular component
assignment of ‘Micro Tubule Organising Centre’ (MTOC)
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Once you’re happy with a particular set of protein matches, you can approve the
protein hits and make manual annotations if you wish. Approving a protein hit flags
the protein in the database. You can use this to highlight and filter out just those
protein hits that are of interest.
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Earlier, I showed an example of a search result being imported into the default
location in Dataset Explorer. However, you can override this using an Import
assignment filter. This is a filter to direct a search result to a specified node based on
just about any property, such as user name or file name. Import assignment filters can
automatically create new folders on the tree based on the values of search parameters,
or by parsing out a string from a field.
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Lets take a look at an example of how you might set up and use an Import assignment
filter. You can make the Data Explorer tree as simple or as complicated as you wish,
but the idea is to organise results logically so as to facilitate merging and reporting.
For example, consider a quantitation experiment where 5 biological samples are
analysed at 12 time intervals and each analysis is performed in triplicate (to give
technical replicates). Each analysis involves 2D chromatography, requiring the mass
spectrometry analysis of 8 fractions. This one experiment gives rise to 1440 Mascot
search results. By grouping these results into a logical hierarchy of folders, we can
minimise the work required to merge results and create meaningful reports.
In this case, the RAW data files are all in a single folder as shown, but the data file
names contain structured information that can be used to generate a meaningful tree
structure.
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So, here we have the filename of the first raw data file. The name structure of the
raw data file has been logically put together and breaks down like this:

PR – Project/experiment name
BS – Biological sample number
TI – Time interval
TR – Technical replicate number
FR – Fraction number
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Now we set up the import assignment filter. First, we specify that the search must
have been run using my Mascot security username, so that this filter doesn’t
accidentally grab somebody else’s results. We have to select a parent node on the
tree under which new folders and results will be added. In this case, I’ve set up an
project node called ‘Cell-cycle’. Now we want the system to automatically create
folders and group the fractions for each technical replicate at each time point. We
can pull the required pieces of information out of the raw data filename using regular
expressions, as shown above. So, under the Cell-cycle project node, we’ll generate a
folder named after the experiment name. Then, a folder named after the sequence
database that was searched, followed by a sub-folder for the biological sample, then
the time interval and finally the technical replicate.
Although in this example, the required data for the import filter is contained in the
raw data filename, it could be extracted from any other available field. For example,
if the raw files were grouped together in a meaningful way on your hard drive, we
could easily mimic this folder structure in the Data Explorer tree.
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Before we run the searches, this is what the explorer tree in Mascot Insight looks like
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We set up the task in Mascot Daemon as normal, making sure we choose Mascot
Distiller as the import filter and, since this is an N15 quantitation dataset, we’ll set it
to automatically carry out quantitation using Mascot Distiller as well. When a search
is completed, the result will automatically be imported into Mascot Insight, and the
Import assignment filter we set up will direct it to the desired location on the explorer
tree. When Daemon completes quantitation for a file, the quantitation results are also
automatically uploaded and imported.
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When the searches have completed, the Explorer tree looks like this. A total of 182
folders automatically created under the ‘Cell-cycle’ project node, and under each of
those folders the eight fractions for each technical replicate at each time interval, all
without any manual intervention after the import assignment filter had been set up.
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Now we need to merge the results for each of those groups of eight fractions.
Because the results are grouped together on the tree in the way we want to merge
them, we just need to right click over the ‘Cell-cycle’ project node (the parent node
for all the results) and select the ‘Merge sibling results’ option from the context
menu.
The system will then run through the dataset, merging together search results at the
same level of the tree so, all of the fractions for each technical replicate will be
merged together. More advanced, manual merge options are available if you need to
do some additional processing when carrying out the merge – for example, if you
have rotated the samples around iTRAQ report ions channels between replicates
using a Latin square approach
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When the merge is completed, for each repliacte, the results for individual fractions
become children of a new ‘Merged searches’ result node. The merged search nodes
can be treated in every way like any ‘normal’ search result node; viewed in MIRA or
used to generate reports.
That was a fairly complex example of how you can use an import assignment filter,
and often the desired folder structure would be much simpler. However, it does
illustrate that you can easily and automatically create a complex, organised folder
structure in Mascot Insight.
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The system ships with some 30 reports designed specifically for proteomics data.
These cover a wide range of areas such as result comparison, quantitation and
quantitation clustering/grouping, Gene Ontology analysis, Interactions database
analysis and general graphing reports such as scatter plots. Reports and exports can
be run either directly from the Data explorer or via MIRA. Once generated, reports
can be exported in a variety of formats, including CSV, SVG, PNG and HTML, or
saved to the dataset explorer tree to be easily viewed at a later date. The export
reports are used to get data out of the system in various formats - two important
examples of the export reports are a ‘Statistic export’ which exports protein, peptide
and quantitation data in a tab delineated format for use in statistics packages such as
‘R’ and ‘Perseus’, and a publication export which is based around the MCP
guidelines. Let’s look at a few examples of some of the reports that are available.
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Here we have an iTRAQ dataset with three technical replicates. One way to judge
how reproducible the technical replicates have been is a box and whisker plot of the
quantitation ratios. This will give us global information for each ratio from each
replicate, showing us the global mean and median ratios, the data spread, presence of
outliers etc. We can generate the report directly from the data explorer tree. First we
select the three searches for the replicates, then right click to bring up the context
menu and select the ‘Run report’ option.
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A list selection page of reports will pop open – only the reports we can run on the
selected searches will be enabled. Click on the link for the ‘Quantitation box and
whisker’ report
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This will cause the system to launch MIRA and initiate the Wizard used to set up the
report
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And here is the generated box and whisker plot. As you can see, the distributions of
peptide ratios for each technical replicate are very similar.

Once a report is generated, you can copy and paste it to other applications as a
graphic or export it as a CSV file, in case you want to get the data into another
package such as Excel or R.
Lets take a look at a few more examples of the types of report you can generate
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There are several reports available for clustering quantitation ratio values across one
or more searches, implementing two common clustering methods. The first of these
is the Hierarchical clustering report, which uses hierarchical clustering to group both
the proteins and the quantitation ratios into clusters and then generates a heatmap of
the results. Here we are looking at the heatmap generated for an iTRAQ 4-plex
dataset where Arabidopsis was exposed to heat stress, where red is up-regulated and
green down. I’ve applied a Gene Ontology filter to the data, so we’re only looking at
the ratios for those proteins that have ‘response to stress’ GO annotation. The rows
are individual proteins, and the columns are the quantitation ratios, and we have
dendrograms to show the distance between proteins and quantitation ratios. Hover
the mouse over a cell on the heatmap to display a tooltip with detailed information
about that protein and ratio value.
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The other type of clustering report that is available is the K-means clustering report.
The main difference between K-means clustering and hierarchical clustering is that
K-means is a supervised clustering algorithm, which means that you have to specify
the number of clusters the algorithm should generate. Here we have four different
clusters from an iTRAQ dataset, where each ratio represents a different point on the
cell cycle, and the four different clusters are showing different behaviour across those
points.
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We can also get the report to plot a scatter graph of the clusters – here we have the
data for that iTRAQ dataset plotted as a 3D scatter plot. The clusters generated are
colour coded. You can rotate 3D scatter plots to get a better view of a particular
cluster, hover over a data point and you get a tooltip giving you the protein name.
You can also select individual clusters in order to highlight them. Here, I’ve selected
the cluster which we’re showing in the top left hand graph.
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There are various other reports for examining quantitation results. This is a Volcano
plot, showing a ratio from a label free dataset

Other quantitation specific plots include a Bland-Altman plot, a QQ plot for peptide
ratios matching a protein hit and scatter and histogram plots for comparing ratios (or
between searches) and for showing overall ratio distributions.
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You can plot scatter plots and histograms of protein and peptide values. In this
example, I’ve plotted the 115/114 iTRAQ ratios from two technical replicates against
each other, after excluding matches to the contaminants database, and added a
regression line.
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There are also various reports for comparing the protein and peptide matches
between searches. For example, you can plot Venn-diagrams for shared protein and
peptide matches between searches
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This is a table based report which shows protein matches for a batch of selected
searches with a count of peptide matches for each protein in each search result, with a
heat map overlayed over the top of the count values. In this example we’re showing
counts of significant peptide matches to 4 of the searches from the iPRG2009 study,
which are comprised of 2 samples. The two columns on the left are from the ‘Red’
sample, and the two on the right are from the ‘Yellow’ sample.
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Mascot Insight can generate a molecular interaction network report from any
database in the HUPO PSI-MITAB standard format. Here we are looking at a report
generated from the IntAct molecular interactions database from the European
Bioinformatics Institute for APOB_HUMAN Apolipoprotein B from an iTRAQ 8plex search. The circles represent proteins – with grey circles representing proteins
which were not identified. Proteins which were identified are overlayed by a
heatmap, in this case for the iTRAQ 118/113 ratio – with red being up regulated – or
shown in blue if the protein was identified by not quantified.
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This report shows enrichment and depletion for GO terms found in selected searches
relative to the frequencies in a reference proteome. Proteome GO term frequencies
are calculated from the Uniprot reference proteomes, and can be generated for any
organism provided the reference proteome is available and you know the NCBI
taxonomy id. In the example shown, we’re looking at the results for two merged
searches generated from the technical replicates of the ABRF iPRG 2009 study
dataset against the E. coli reference proteome – you can see we have a strong
enrichment for cytoplasmic proteins, and a depletion of membrane proteins when
compared with the proteome frequencies for both searches. You can generate this
report using just the GO terms identified for proteins in the selected searches, or
against all the GO terms found in the proteome.
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The Mascot Distiller search toolbox includes a powerful de novo sequencing
algorithm. A common reason for carrying out de novo sequencing is to try to find
matches to MS/MS spectra which fail to give matches in a database search.
After database search results have been imported into Mascot Distiller, you can
choose to de novo all the unassigned spectra. This gives a number of de novo
solutions of varying quality. The challenge is how to verify these results. Unless one
is working with an organism that is very poorly represented in the databases, truly
novel sequences are rare. More usually, there was no match from the database search
because of a SNP or unexpected modification or non-specific cleavage. In which
case, confidence in a de novo solution comes from aligning it to one of the proteins
found in the database search.
One possibility is to submit the high scoring de novo solutions for a sequence
homology search, such as BLAST or MS-BLAST, or for an error tolerant sequence
tag search. This is time consuming as the results from these searches have to be
individually inspected.
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In Mascot Insight, we have implemented a report which allows you to use the protein
hit sequences from a selected search result to carry out a BLAST like sequence
homology search using de novo solutions, in order to try to find additional possible
matches to spectra from your dataset, drilling down into the unassigned MS/MS
spectra. The sequence homology search has been tailored to de novo solution data,
and allows for Q->K and I->L in the alignment without penalty for example. This
allows us to see if we have any convincing de novo sequence matches to peptides
from the protein hits from the initial Mascot database search – for example, this looks
like a good match where the differences at the n-terminus will have prevented us
from getting a sequence database match.
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The Publication export report exports data for selected search results in a report
designed to meet the guidelines for publication in the journal Molecular and Cellular
Proteomics. Running this report generates a zip archive containing an index HTML
page, with links to the main Excel report file and links to static HTML pages which
contain the spectrum views for MS/MS peptide matches (or MS protein matches for
PMF data). A separate archive is generated for each search result, or you can
generate a single report for a merged dataset.
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In addition to these reports and others, you can write your own reports. You will need
to have a good working knowledge of the Java programming language. You can write
both chart-type reports for use in MIRA, and export-type reports to create files in any
format you choose. The example shown here will generate a barchart of taxonomy
ids for a selected search result. The Mascot Insight API is a high level API, so that
the code works as well for searches imported in protXML and mzIdentML formats as
for Mascot results.
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And this is the output from the report run against the iPRG2008 dataset searched
against the whole of SwissProt, with the largest number of protein hits being to
mouse (as might be expected since this is a mouse dataset).
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As mentioned earlier, you can import search results from other search engines in
either protXML or mzIdentML standard formats. Here we are looking at an
mzIdentML format result exported from Scaffold Q+, and we’ve also imported the
Scaffold quantML quantitation result export file as well. We can use these results to
generate reports, just as for Mascot search results.
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In summary, Mascot Insight is a powerful new application that allows you to organise
your search results, automatically importing Mascot search results into folder
structures of your design. It allows you to merge Mascot search results, including all
types of quantitation data.
The system ships with a large number of reports, covering areas such as protein and
peptide level comparisons between datasets, quantitation based reports for
comparison, ratio clustering and quality control. You can carry out Gene Ontology
analysis of your data, including display of enriched and depleted GO terms compared
with a reference proteome. Other reports are based on molecular interactions
databases in the PSI-MITAB format.
The results of these reports are easily exported from the system, and there are many
export options.
You can also write your own reports in Java using a high level API.
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